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”down:”
The work with ”down:” was concluded in March 2001
and the piece is a part of the cycle Directions, Spin,
Charm Strange and ”Up!” - pieces that can be played
simultaneously as well as ”solo”.
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This composition concludes the work with the cycle.
The duration as well as the material in the piece is
adapted to the ”totality-piece” which can be heard
when all pieces are played together in an appropriate
way.
This is done without compromising the possibility to
play the piece alone, as a piece of its own.
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The material in the composition is purely electronic,
whereof some sounds were achieved with my own
algorithms for physical modelling ( i.e. a translation of
the ”Strange Attractors” - model where an instable
(bistable) system generates the sound. Also by
constructing special Plug-Ins (sound design units) in
MAX/msp, complicated processes have become easier
to control.
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